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We consider a family of processes (X’, Y’) where X” = (XT) is unobservable, while Y’ = (YF) is 
observable. The family is given by a model that is nonlinear in the observations, has coefficients that 
may be rapidly oscillating, and additive disturbances that may be wide-band and non-Gaussian. Using 
results of diffusion approximation for semimartingales, we show the convergence in distribution (for 
F + 0) of (Xq Y”) to a process (X, Y) that satisfies a linear-Gaussian model. Applying the Kalman-Bucy 
filter for (X, Y) to (X*, Ye), we obtain a linear filter estimate for XT, given the observations { Yz, 0 s s G 
t}. Such filter estimate is shown to possess the property of asymptotic (for E + 0) optimality of its variance. 
The results are also applied to show the effects that a limiter in the observation equation may have on 
the signal-to-noise ratio and thus on the filter variance. 
linear and nonlinear filtering * wide-band noise disturbances * filtering approximations and robustness 
* weak convergence of measures * diffusion approximations 
1. Introduction 
Let (XC, Y”) = (X:, YT),20, 0 < E G q,, be a family of stochastic processes depend- 
ing on a small parameter E, where X” represents an unobserved signal- or state- 
process, while the process Y’ is the corresponding observation. For simplicity of 
exposition we assume that the processes (XF), (Y:), as well as the other processes 
to be defined below, are scalar valued. The natural question arises of how to construct 
a linear filter estimate 2: of Xy , given the observations { Y: , 0~ s S t}. An answer 
to this question can be found in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987) for the case when, 
given any sequence E,, + 0, the sequence of measures induced by (XFm, YE”) converges 
weakly to the measure induced by the process (X, Y) satisfying the linear stochastic 
differential equations 
dX =aX t 1 dt+b’12dW’ 1, dY,=AX,dt+B’/2dW;3 
* Work partially performed during a stay in Padova supported by GNAFA/CNR. 
(1.1) 
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where (IV:) and ( Wf) are independent standard Wiener processes, independent 
from a given Gaussian r.v. X0, while Y(,=O. In such case the procedure suggested 
in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987) is as follows: 
Use the Kalman-Bucy filter for the linear-Gaussian model (1.1) and apply it to 
the prelimit situation described by the process (Xp, Y’) for a generic E (0 < E S go). 
More precisely, since the Kalman-Bucy filter for (1.1) is given by the following 
linear equation for the estimate X, of X,, given { Y$, 0~ s s t}: 
dX,=aX,dr+T(dY’-AX,dr) 
with X0= EX, and by the Riccati equation 
p,=2ap,+b-Alp: 
B 
(1.2) 
for the mean-square filtering error P, = E(X, -2,)’ with P, = E(X,- EX,)‘, then 
the linear filter estimate Xf is defined by 
(1.4) 
with Xi = EX; and where it is implicitly assumed that Yp is differentiable. 
The prelimit models, i.e. the models for (X’, Y’), considered in Kushner and 
Runggaldier (1987) are essentially of three different types. In a first type of model 
the observation process Y: is given by a linear differential equation of the form 
Y; = AX; + F?~,,~z, (1.5) 
where (4,) is a stationary and ergodic process with integrable covariance function 
so that, for small E, the process (F-‘&,~z) mo e s an additive wide bandwidth noise d 1 
disturbance. 
The remaining two types of models concern models of the ‘conditionally Gaussian’ 
type as well as models with a nonlinear observation equation of the form 
Y: = e-’ sign(AXf+ F-‘c$,,~~) (1.6) 
involving a ‘hard limiter’ and where (4,) is stationary Gauss-Markov with integrable 
covariance function. In all such models the process (X:) could be given by a linear 
differential equation with additive wide-band noise analogous to (1.5), but could 
more generally be any process converging in distribution to the process X, defined 
in (1.1). For each of the above models, in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987) it is 
shown that, under suitable assumptions, the triple (Xp, Y’, XF) converges in distri- 
bution to the triple (X, Y, 2) so that the limit (in distribution) of the filter estimate 
for X’, with observations Y’, is the filter estimate for the limit process X, with 
observations Y. 
The properties of the filter (1.4) are specified in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987) 
through its asymptotic (for F + 0) mean-square optimality with respect to the class 
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of alternative data processors given by the continuous and bounded functions of 
the observed data {Y: , 0 s s s t}. More precisely, denoting by F,( Y”) any such 
alternative data processor and by (NF , f) the integral of a function f( * ) with respect 
to a Gaussian density with mean 2: and variance P,, in Kushner and Runggaldier 
(1987) it is shown that for any continuous and bounded function f( . ) and all t 2 0, 
F+; E{(f(XF) - F,( Y’)l’} 2 vz E{lf(XT) - (JC ,f)12). (1.7) 
If the filter is to operate over an indefinitely long period of time, under additional 
assumptions it is further shown in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987) that, besides 
(1.7), one also has 
lim E{lf(X:) - F,( Y”)I’}Z 
F-O;r+m 
._‘;m_ J%lf(X:) - (JC A21 (1.8) 
for all continuous and bounded functions f( *>. 
Motivated by the nonlinear observation equation (1.6), in the present paper we 
consider the more general type of prelimit models, 
Xi-: = a(5,,2)X: + &QA Yi: = E-~H(EA(T,,AX: + &E2), (1.9) 
where H = H(x) is an arbitrary nonlinear function, while the coefficients a(&,,2) 
and A(qt,E2) may be rapidly oscillating in correspondence with the properties of 
the stationary processes (5,) and (7,). Under suitable assumptions we show that 
(X’, Y’), as given by (1.9), converges in distribution to (X, Y) given by a linear- 
Gaussian model of the type of (1.1). It follows that also for (1.9) we can define the 
linear filter estimate 2:: by (1.4). The properties of the linear filter (1.4) are in the 
present paper specified through the asymptotic (for E + 0) optimality of the filter 
variance in the sense that 
lim E(XT - 2;)’ = P, 
F’O 
with P, given by (1.3) or, if the stationary 
model (l.l), 
limlim E(X:-g;)2=P, 
F-0 I’m 
(1.10) 
Kalman filter can be used in the limit 
(1.11) 
with P, given by the algebraic Riccati equation corresponding to (1.3). Recall that 
P, (Pm) is the variance (asymptotic variance) of the Kalman-Bucy filter estimate 
2, for the limit model (1.1) and as such represents the minimal value that can be 
achieved by the variance of any filter for that model 
We remark that, for H(x) = sign(x), the observation equation in (1.9) is different 
from that in (1.6), which corresponds to the one in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987). 
Given the definition of the Signum function, the two observation equations are 
however equivalent. For the more general nonlinear problem (1.9) treated in this 
paper, an observation equation of the form Y: = C’H(cAX: + c$,,~z) turns out to 
be more convenient than Y: = C’H(AX: + E~‘c$,,~z) and the two are in general 
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not equivalent. Notice however that, analogously to the ‘hard limiter’ given by the 
signurn function, also for the case of a ‘soft limiter’ as described in Example 2 of 
Section 2.2 below, one can establish some kind of equivalence. Defining in fact for 
k>O, 
-1 for x< -k, 
H(x)= x/k for -ksxs+k, (1.12) 
+1 for x>+k, 
-1 for x < -kE, 
H(x)= X/(kE) for --kEsxs kq 
+1 for x > kq 
(1.13) 
we have 
Z?(EAX;+C$,,~) = H(AX;+E~‘&,~). (1.14) 
Notice from (1.3) that the asymptotic (for E -+ 0) filter variance P, (or P,) depends 
on the ratio A2/B where A and B correspond to the coefficients in the linear 
observation equation of the limit model (1.1). It is quite natural to call such ratio 
‘signal-to-noise’ ratio and from the Riccati equation (1.3) it follows rather straightfor- 
wardly that, if it decreases, then the filter variance increases and vice versa. If (1.1) 
is the limit model for (1.9), the coefficients A and B will depend on the form of 
the function H so that we shall use the notation A, and BH. It is now obvious that 
the interest of studying a model of the type (1.9) stems also from the fact that the 
asymptotic precision of the linear filter can be improved by a suitable choice of the 
function H( * ). 
Such question will be studied in the case of a specific example in Section 3 below. 
In Section 2.1 we shall formulate our assumptions for model (1.9) and these will 
be illustrated in Section 2.2 in the case of two examples, one with a ‘hard limiter’ 
and one with a ‘soft limiter’. In Section 2.3 we shall formulate our main result, 
namely the convergence in distribution of (X’, Y’), given by (1.9), to (X, Y) given 
by a linear model of the type (1.1). The scheme of the proof is given in Section 2.4, 
while the detailed proof is deferred to Sections 4 to 6. The asymptotic optimality 
of the linear filter (1.4) is the subject of Section 2.5. 
It is clear from this introduction that there is a connection between the present 
paper and that of Kushner and Runggaldier (1987), but there are also important 
differences: Here we study a much more general nonlinear model with rapidly 
oscillating coefficients and this model is fully analyzed also from the point of view 
of the effect that the use of a limiter in the observation equation may have on the 
filter variance. This fact also affects our somewhat different choice of the notion of 
optimality of the linear filter. We do not treat however the problem corresponding 
to the ‘conditionally Gaussian’ case. Finally, the method of proof is here completely 
different. 
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2. Assumptions and main result 
2.1. Assumptions 
For model (1.9) we shall make the following assumptions: 
Assumption 1. The stochastic processes 
5 = (&I, + = (A), 77 = (%I, 4 = (h), tER, 
are strictly stationary and ergodic. The filtration generated by these processes and 
satisfying the general conditions will be denoted by S= (P,)tSR. 
Assumption 2. The functions a = a(x) and A = A(x) are measurable and uniformly 
bounded, i.e. (a[~ L, (AIs L. 
Assumption 3. Concerning the function H = H(x) we make the following three 
types of assumptions: 
(i) H = H(x) is twice continuously differentiable and its derivatives H’= H’(x) 
and H”= H”(x) are uniformly bounded, i.e. IH’Is L, lH”I s L. 
(ii) H = H(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, i.e. IH(x’) - H(x”)l s Llx’- ~“1. 
(iii) H = H(x) is measurable and bounded. 
The following assumptions concern properties of weak dependence of the proces- 
ses J/, 7, 4 and are related to the properties of the function H. 
Assumption 4. For some p>2 and with ~~cu~l,,=(Elc~~~)“~, 
I 
cc 
II Jloll p < 037 E($O) =o, IIW+#%)llpdr<~. 
0 
Assumption 5. If Assumption 3(i) holds, we assume: 
(i) For some p > 2, 
IIHkhdp-, EtH(dd) = 0, 
i 
cc 
IIE(H(~,)I~~)II,dt<co. 
0 
If Assumption 3(ii) holds, we assume: 
(ii) The distribution of the random vector ($o, qo) admits a density with respect 
to Lebesgue measure 
g(z, u) = ~2p(#Jo~ z, 1)oc u). 
dz du 
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The function 
GH(x) = H(A(u)x+z)g(z, u) dz du (2.1) 
is continuously differentiable. Furthermore, for some p > 2 and sufficiently small 
coao, 
IIH(A(rl~)e~+~~)llp<~, E(H(&)) = 0, 
sup 
I 
cc 
Jcl=c, 0 
IIE{H(A(771)c+~,)-G,(c)l~~}ll,dt<co. 
Finally, if Assumption 3(iii) holds, we assume: 
(iii) In addition to the assumptions in (ii) above, we require the Lipschitz 
condition 
IH(A(u)x’+z)-H(A(u)x”+z)(g(z, u) dz dus Ljx’-~“1 
and the independence of the processes (5, I++) and (71, 4). 
Remark 2.1. Notice that in order to obtain our results we do not need assumptions 
concerning the independence of the stochastic processes 5, I,$ 7, 4; we could even 
have e.g. that 5 = rC, = n = q5. Of course, if 4 and $ are not independent, ( W:) and 
( Wf) in the limit model will also not be independent. An exception constitute only 
the cases when the function H = H(x) is not twice continuously differentiable with 
1 H’I s L and (H”( 5 L, or when it does not satisfy a Lipschitz condition (Assumptions 
3(i) and 3(ii)). In such case, namely when H = H(x) is simply measurable and 
bounded (Assumption 3(iii)), all we have to require is the independence between 
the pairs (&1+4) and (n, 4), but we could easily have e.g. that 5 = $ and n = 4. 
2.2. Examples 
Before stating the main result of the paper, let us consider two examples for which 
the assumptions in Section 2.1 are satisfied. 
Example 1. Let la(x)/< L, /A(x L and take H(x) = sign(x), namely a ‘hard 
limiter’. Concerning the processes 5, $, 7, 4 assume that they satisfy: 
(al) Assumption 1. 
(a2) {$,} admits a Wold decomposition 
CL,= f 
I 
h(t-s) dZ,, 
-cc 
(2.2) 
where {Z,} is a cadlag process with independent and homogeneous increments, 
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having either a standard Gaussian or standard Poisson distribution, and such that 
z,=o, E(Z,-Z,)=O, E(Z,-.z,)2=It-sl. (2.3) 
The function h(t) is deterministic and bounded and, in the Gaussian case, satisfies 
the conditions 
5 
X 
h2(s) ds<co, I:(I,’ h’(s)ds)li2dl<cc, (2.4) 
0 
while in the Poisson case, besides (2.4), it also satisfies 
J 
a 
h4( s) ds < 00, 
0
I,‘(J,Sh4(s)ds)“4dr<co. (2.5) 
Notice that (2.4) and (2.5) are obviously satisfied for h(f) = C e-‘““, but they are 
also satisfied for h(t) such that \h(t)l~ C A t-7’4 a.e. 
(a3) The pair of processes (&, q!~,) is independent of (v,, 4,). 
(a4) The vector process (T,, 4,) has a strong mixing coefficient p(s) such that 
J 
% 
/r “4(s) ds < ~0. 
0 
(a5) The joint distribution of (&, n,,) has a density g(z, u) that is continuous in 
(z, u) and such that for the conditional density g(zlu) we have g(z\u)S L, while 
the marginal density g(z) is symmetric about the origin (satisfied e.g. in the Gaussian 
case). 
Notice that (2.2) represents a natural generalization of a Gauss-Markov process 
with exponential correlation function. In fact, if h(t) = e-“‘( a > 0), the process { $,} 
is Markov, although not necessarily Gaussian, and the correlation function is (9: 
denotes the a-algebra generated by $S, s s t) 
E(~,~I,)=E(rCr,E(~,(~~))= E( J” e”“dZ, J” e-“‘e”‘dZ,) 
-a -cc 
J 
0 
=e --u, e 
-m 
2as ds =&e-“‘. (2.6) 
Under the above assumptions (al)-(a5) we immediately have that Assumptions 
1,2 and 3(iii) in Section 2.1 are fulfilled. Let us come to Assumption 4 where 
E ( I,!J,J = 0 is immediately seen to hold. For the remaining two conditions in Assump- 
tion 4 let us take p =4. In the Gaussian situation we then have on the one hand 
11+0114= ( E( lo,. h(-s) dzs)‘)“4 = (E( jo+m h(s) dzsr)“4 
+a, =3i/4 E 
( (I 0 
h(s) cizs)2)“2 =3’i”( j-o+m h2(s) ds)“‘, (2.7) 
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which is finite by (2.4). On the other hand, by analogy to (2.7), 
J 
rl(E($,/%,)/14dt= 
0 
(2.8) 
which is finite by (2.4). 
In the pure jump situation, letting Z, = N, - t with N, a standard Poisson process, 
and using the Burkholder-Gundy inequality (see Burkholder, Davis and Gundy, 
1972), we have 
IIWI~= ( E( J;m h(-s) dZ)3”‘= (E( JO+‘= h(s) dzy)4)“4 
sc( E[ I, h(s) ciz,, I, h(s) dzs]:)“’ 
( (J 
oci 2 l/4 
=C E h2(s) dN, 
0 >> 
( (I 
cc 
=C E h2(sj dz, + Joa h2(sj ds)2)“4 
(I 
m 
SC 
0 
/i(s) ds+(I,: h2(s) c-is)‘)“‘, 
which is finite by (2.4) and (2.5). Analogously 
J~~ltE(ly,~r*,,)~),dr=J~(E(J~~~(r+r)dZ~)4)1’4d~ 
(2.9) 
m 02 00 2 l/4 
SC J (I h4(t+s) ds+ (I h2(t+s) ds >> d f 0 0 0 
cc 02 
=C J (I 0 t h4(s)dr+(J,Uh2(s)ds)2)“4dr 
~~Jo~((J,?r4(s)ds)1’4+(J,?r2(s)ds)”2)dt, (2.10) 
which is again finite by (2.4) and (2.5). 
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Coming finally to Assumption 5, we have to verify (ii) and (iii) of it. Concerning 
Assumption 5(ii) notice first that 
sign(A( u)x + z) = 2Z( z > -A( u)x) - 1 (2.11) 
so that 
co 
G”(x)=2 g(z, u) dz du - 1, (2.12) 
-A(u)x 
which by (as) is continuously differentiable with derivative 
DGH (x) = 2 A( u)g( -A( u)x, u) du. (2.13) 
The first and second of the remaining conditions of Assumption S(ii) are trivially 
satisfied since H(x) = sign(x) is bounded and, see (as), g(z) is symmetric about 
the origin. Concerning the last condition of Assumption 5(ii) we may refer to Lemma 
9.2.2 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) stating that: 
If (5,) is a strictly stationary, zero-mean and bounded process, adapted to a 
filtration (9,) with strong mixing coefficient Z_Q( s) such that 5: /*k”‘(s) ds < ~0, then 
(1 E(& ( s,,) 11 Ps Cpk”‘( t). The required condition then follows for p = 4 by putting 
tr = H(A(y,)c+&) - GH(c) and using assumptions (al) and (a4). 
It remains to verify Assumption S(iii). Given x’ and x”, put o(u) = -A(u)x’, 
/3(u)=-A(u)x”andp(u)=&g( z, u) dz. Using (2.11), assumption (as) and recalling 
that (A( *)( s L, we then have 
I R’ IH(A(u)x’+z)-H(A(u)x”+z)(g(z, u) dz du 
~2 ~7[Z(-A(~)~‘~z~-A(~)~“)+Z(-A(~)~”~~~-A(~)x’)]g(z,~)dzdu 
I 
g(z]u) dz p(u) du+2 
> 
g(z 1 u) dz 
> 
P(U) du 
s2L I Iw IP(u)-~u)~PW du+2L Rb(4-P(~,b(4 du I 
<4L21x’ - x”I 
so that Assumption S(iii) holds for arbitrary x’, x”. 
(2.14) 
Example 2. The assumptions are the same as those for Example 1, except that 
instead of a ‘hard limiter’ we now use a ‘soft limiter’, i.e. we take 
H(x) = xZ(Jxl c 1) + sign(x)Z()xl > 1). (2.15) 
Since we may also write 
X 
H(x) = 
I 
Z(ivi s 1) dy (2.16) 
0 
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we immediately have 
II 
X’ 
IH(x’) - H(x”)( = I(lyls 1) dy s lx’-~“1, (2.17) 
Y” 
namely the Lipschitz-continuity of H(x) so that with respect to the previous example 
we do not need to verify Assumption S(iii). All the other assumptions required in 
Section 2.1 can be verified exactly as before, only the form of the function GH(x) 
changes. We have in fact 
GH (x) = J RZ (A(u)x+z)Z(~A(u)x+z~~l)g(z,u)dzdu 
+ 
I R1 
sign(A(u)x+z)Z(lA(u)x+z(> l)g(z, u) dz du 
JJ 
I-A(u)x = (A(u)x+z)g(z, u) dz du 
R mIhA(u).r 
JJ 
m 
JJ 
~lbA(u)r 
+ g(z, u) dz du - g(z, u) dz du, (2.18) 
R I--A(u)x R -a 
which, again, is continuously differentiable with derivative 
JJ 
IFA( 
DG,(x) = A( u)g( z, u) dz du. 
R ml-A(u)x 
(2.19) 
2.3. Main result 
In this paper we shall prove the following theorem where & denotes convergence 
in distribution/law. 
Theorem 2.1. Let the random processes (XC, Y’) be given for each e > 0 by (1.9) 
with mtttal condzttons Xi, YG such that Yg = 0, while X6 5 X,, with X0 Gaussian. Zf 
the Assumptions 1,2,4 and one choice among Assumptions 3(k) and 5(k) (k = i, ii, iii) 
arefulfilled, then, for F + 0, the family of processes (XE, Y’) converges weakly (in the 
topology of the space 0’ = D*[O, CO)) to the d@iision process (X, Y) defined by the 
linear stochastic differential equation of the Ito type 
(;)=(;)+(‘!) I,:xsds+B1’2(;;) (2.20) 
with Y0 = 0 and X,, given by the Gaussian X0 specified above, where ( W:),,“, ( W:),aO 
are independent standard Wiener processes independent of X0, 
a = Ea(&J, (2.21) 
A=; Z=(A(~o)x+&)lx=~r (2.22) 
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and where B is a positive definite symmetric matrix with elements 
I 
m 
B,,=2 E(+,, $0) dt, 
0 
(2.23) 
Bz2=2 
I 
cc 
E{H(d+ )H(~o)) dt, (2.24) 
0 
I 
00 
B,z = [E(M-f(4o))+ E(H(+,)+o)I dt. (2.25) 
0 
The following are some remarks concerning the computation of the parameters 
in (2.20). If the function H = H(x) satisfies Assumption 3(i), then 
A= EMvo)W4o)). (2.26) 
If H satisfies either Assumption 3(ii) or 3(iii), then 
A = GIH(O), (2.27) 
where GH(x) is defined by (2.1). 
If the random processes (I/J,) and (H(&)) are uncorrelated, i.e. E$,H(&) 2 0, 
then the element B,2 of the matrix B is zero and 
B “‘= diag(Bi{2, B$‘). (2.28) 
2.4. Scheme of the proof of the main result 
In addition to (XE, Y’) let us construct the random processes (X’, Y”) as follows: 
I 
, , 
x:=x;+ GX:ds+M;, Y: = 
0 I -- 
AX; ds+ N;, (2.29) 
0 
where M” = (M:),,, and N” = (N:),,, are assumed to be square integrable mar- 
tingales (with respect to the filtration (.V,,E2)tao) satisfying Lindeberg’s condition, 
namely for arbitrary T > 0 and c > 0, 
lim E C (AMT)‘Z(lAMrl> c)=O, 
PA0 IGT 
(2.30) 
lim E x (ANr)2Z(lANTI > c) = 0. 
E+O ,ST 
Furthermore, the predictable quadratic variations (M”), (N’) and (M”, N’) are 
assumed to possess the following properties 
Of”), : t&l, W), : t&2, 
P 
(M’, Wt - fBn, (2.31) 
for arbitrary t 5 0 with 5 denoting convergence in probability. 
Conditions (2.30) and (2.31) allow us to use results on diffusion approximation 
of semimartingales. In particular, it is possible to apply Theorem 8.3.3 in Liptser 
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and Shiryayev (1989) by which, taking into account also Problem 8.3.3 in Liptser 
and Shiryayev (1989), we obtain 
(XF) YF,J+ (X, Y), 
where (X, Y) are given by (2.20). 
(2.32) 
In order to establish the required convergence (Xp, Y”) L (X, Y), it will now 
be sufficient to apply the following well-known implication (see e.g. Billingsley, 
1979; or Problem 6.1.2 in Liptser and Shiryayev, 1989) where T is an arbitrary 
positive number: 
(Xf, Y’) : (X, Y)) 
supIx;-x;I:o 
i 
==fPJ (XP, Yf)A (X, Y). 
,ST 
(2.33) 
supIY;-Y;l:o 
,ST 
J 
In such way the proof of the theorem reduces to: 
(1) Constructing the processes (xF, Y’) with the properties (2.30) and (2.31). 
(2) Proving the relations 
sup Ix: -X:-l : 0 for all T 3 0, (2.34) 
1-T 
supIY;-Y:l:o for all T > 0. (2.35) 
t-T 
In order to work out this program we need some properties of stationary processes 
that will be established in the form of auxiliary results in Section 4 below. 
2.5. Asymptotic optimality of the prelimit jilter 
Given the prelimit model (1.9) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, in this 
Section we assume for simplicity that the processes ($,) and (H( 4,)) are uncorrelated 
so that the corresponding limit model (2.20) takes the following form, which is of 
the type of the linear-Gaussian model (l.l), namely 
dX,=aX,dt+6’i2dW:, dY,=A,X,dt+B$2dW:, (2.36) 
with X0 a given Gaussian random variable, Y,, = 0, and where ti and AH = A are 
given by (2.21) and (2.22) respectively, while 6= B,, and BH = Bz2 are as in (2.23) 
and (2.24) respectively. Recall now from the Introduction that in such a situation 
we take as linear filter estimate 2: of Xf , given { YT, s s t} the following: 
i&6g:+ A,PjH' p(?;-AHg;), 
BH 
where gf, = E(Xg) and where PjH' satisfies the Riccati equation 
P(H) = 26p$W+ 6A:(BPiH’)‘, I pb”’ = ,G(x,_ EX#, 
H 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
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and represents the variance of the Kalman-Bucy filter estimate for the limit model 
(2.36). Recall also that P, (H) is the minimal value achievable by the variance of any 
filter for model (2.36). We shall call (2.37) with (2.38) the prelimit filter and the 
purpose of this Section is to show that such filter possesses the property of asymptotic 
(for E + 0) optimality of its variance. This will be done in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 
below for which we shall assume the following, in addition to Assumptions 1-5: 
Assumption 6. 
(i) sup E(Xf -XT)” <cc for all t>O and for some .eO>O with y>O. 
FGCFg 
(ii) sup lim sup E(X:-rZ;)“‘<clo. 
ESFO I-oc 
We now have: 
Proposition 2.1. Under the Assumptions l-5, 6(i) and EXG + EX,, we have for all 
t 3 0, 
lim E(X: -iF)‘= PIH) 
F’O 
where PIH’ satisjies (2.38). 
Proof. Let F,(x,y) denote the functional on [WX C[O, ~0) for which 2: = 
F,(Xg , Y’). Since equation (2.37) is linear, it can be solved analytically yielding 
the following explicit representation for the functional F,(_?G, Y’), where y(t) = 
exp (jc~[G-(A~P(,H))/BH] ds): 
1 . (2.39) 
From this representation we immediately obtain the continuity of F, which, together 
with the convergence (XT, YF) % (X,, Y,) (Theorem 2.1) and the assumption 26 = 
A . . 
EX; + EX,, rmpltes that (X y, 2:) 4, (X,, X,) where 2, is the Kalman filter estimate 
for the limit model (2.36). The result then follows immediately, given the interpreta- 
tion of PjH’ as filter variance for the limit model (2.36) and noticing in addition 
that Assumption 6(i) guarantees the uniform integrability of the family {(Xf - XF)‘, 
O<&<Fo}. 0 
Remark 2.2. We may drop Assumption 6(i) and obtain instead the following slightly 
weaker result: First, we have for arbitrary KcH) > 0, 
lim E{(XE-2’)‘~ KcH’}= E{(X , I -2)‘~ KcH’} I , 
F’O 
x2exp(-&x2) dx 
(2.40) 
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If we now choose KC”) * supO=t=T P, (n) the ri ht hand side of (2.40) is approximated 
by Pjn’, 
,J_g_ 
since then the value of m j OK(H)‘plH) x2 exp( - ix’) dx is close to 1 and 
by Tchebyshev’s inequality and the Gaussianness of X, - 2, we have 
K’“‘P{(X, -X,)2> K’“‘}S KC”) 
E(X,-X,)4=3(Pi”‘)2 
(K’H’)2 KC”) . 
Now suppose that t *CO, i.e. we let the filter operate over an indefinitely long 
period of time. We then obtain: 
Proposition 2.2. Let Assumptions 1-5, 6(ii) and EX; + EX, hold. Assume jiirther- 
more that for all x and E > 0 the limit lim,,, P(X: -2: s x) exists and that the limit 
model (2.36) satis$es the requirementsfor which the stationary KalmanJilter is optimal. 
Then 
lim lim E(XF-T?:)2= Pr’, 
F’O I’CC 
where P&“,“’ is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation corresponding to (2.38), 
namely 
(2.41) 
and XT denotes here the solution to (2.37) with Pr,“’ replacing PjH’. 
Proof. The proof can be easily deduced from Theorem 8.5.1 and the succeeding 
Remark 3 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) (see formula (5.15) there). 0 
Remark 2.3. Here too we may drop Assumption 6(ii) and obtain the slightly weaker 
result 
lim lim E{(X; --X,)’ A K’“‘} 
E-0 r-cc 
=lim E{(X, -2,)‘~ K’“‘} 
+&“I exp (-$x2) dx, (2.42) 
where, for KCH)% Pr,“‘, the right hand side is close to P?,“‘. 
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3. Applications (enhancement of signal-to-noise ratio by using a 
limiter in the observations) 
In this section we apply our results to show how in the non-Gaussian case (non- 
Gaussianness of the process 4,), by using in the observation equation a limiter of 
the type of those in Examples 1 and 2 (Section 2.2), one may increase the ‘signal-to- 
noise ratio’ A$/ BH with respect to the problem without a limiter, i.e. where H(x) = x; 
this in turn will imply a reduction in the asymptotic (for F + 0) filter variance. 
For this purpose we analyze a specific case of Example 1 described in Section 
2.2. We shall in fact take the functions a(x) and A(x) to be constant so that we do 
not need to specify the processes 5, and n,. Concerning the process $, we allow it 
to be any of the processes admitted in assumption (a2) of Example 1. Finally, 4, 
will be a stationary, non-Gaussian process independent of $,, defined as follows: 
We start from a zero-mean Gauss-Markov process 0, given by 
with { W,,} a standard Wiener process, so that 
0, - J(O, I), (3.2) 
0 ,,~ - X( 0, e-+s)/2, 1 _ ee+.s)), (3.3) 
E( 0,&J = em”‘, (3.4) 
where the symbol - means ‘distributed according to’, ~V”(rn, a2) is a Gaussian 
random variable with mean m and variance u2, and 8,1, denotes the random variable 
8, conditional on its value at time s < t. 
Given a positive integer p, define now for a fixed (Y E (0, 1) the stationary process 
(4:“) as 
~:p)=(Ye,+(l--(Y)e:p~‘. (3.5) 
Notice that for p = 1 such process 4:“) . IS still Gaussian, but for any p > 1 its 
distribution becomes non-Gaussian with heavier tails than in the Gaussian case. 
Given such +I”‘, it remains to verify the assumptions (a4) and (a5) of Example 1. 
Concerning (a4), notice that the process 4:“’ might not be strong mixing. On the 
other hand, (a4) is used in Example 1 as a sufficient condition to satisfy the last of 
the conditions in Assumption 5(ii) of Section 2.1. Let us therefore verify that 
assumption directly in our case. From (2.1), (3.2) and (3.3), recalling that we assume 
45”’ independent of I/I, and lettingf,(x) = (YX + (1 - (Y)x~~-’ we have for all t 2 to> 0, 
IE{H(A(77,)c+~jP’)-G,(c)l~~}( 
=IE{sign(Ac+&(R) 1 e,)}-E{sign(Ac+f,(e,))>l 
=2lw,,o 3 -f,l(Ac)}-P{O,~ -f,‘(Ac)}l 
II 
-f,,‘(Ac) 
G2 
[ ,‘,‘(Ac)-O,,~-“~]/~ 
(2rr-“2 exp( - ix’) dx 
4 min(1; (2rr(l -e-‘)))“*[lf;‘(Ac)l(l -m)+Ie,l em”‘]), (3.6) 
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where by f,‘( *) we have denoted the inverse function of f,(. ). Consequently, for 
some to > 0 and for any t 2 t,, we have 
jE{H(A(r],)c+4jP))-G,(c)I&,}j~const.e-”2(1+le,l) 
with the constant depending on to and f,‘(Ac). 
Since E(O,,IP s K <co it follows that 
I 
m 
sup 
JCI~CO 0
IIE{~(Ac+~~P’)-G~(c))~~JIp}d~<~ 
and so Assumption 5(ii) is satisfied. 
Coming finally to assumption (a5) of Example 1, notice from (3.2) that the density 
g(z) of 4&‘= (ue,+(l -a)@-’ is 
1 exp( -$?(z)) 
g(z)=TZ (Y+(l-LY)(2P-l)(fp’(z))*p--2 (3.7) 
which is continuous, bounded, and symmetric about the origin so that (a5) is satisfied. 
Since all the required assumptions are now satisfied, from the results of this paper 
we have that, for any choice of p, the family of processes (X;, Y:) given by 
X: = ax;+ ~-‘*~,~2, pr = E-I sign(eAXr + 4jj’i2), (3.8) 
with YG = 0 and Xi such that EX: + EXo where X0 is a Gaussian random variable, 
converges in distribution to the process (X,, Y,) given by 
dX, = ax, dt i- 6”* d W: , dY,=A,,X,dt+B,/2dW;, (3.9) 
with Y. = 0 and X0 given by the Gaussian X0 specified above, where ( W:) and ( Wf) 
are independent standard Wiener processes independent from X0, and where (see 
(2.23), (2.24), (2.27)) 
6=2 E (&rclo) d r, (3.10) 
I 
m 
BH=2 E{sign(+jP’) sign(4p’)) dt, 
0 
(3.11) 
A, = G’,(O). (3.12) 
Furthermore, if also Assumption 6 is satisfied, for the prelimit filter (2.37), (2.38) 
we have the result of Proposition 2.1, and, if applicable, also that of Proposition 
2.2. Notice finally that for p = 1, i.e. for Gaussian 41, model (3.8) corresponds to 
the nonlinear observation model studied in Kushner and Runggaldier (1987) (see 
also the corresponding comment in the introduction). 
In order to compare the ‘signal-to-noise ratios’ A&/B, and AL/B, for the 
problem (3.8) with and without limiter in the observation equation respectively, let 
us first compute in more detail the quantities AH, BH_ From (3.12), (2.13) and (3.7) 
we have for any positive integer p, 
AH = 2Ag(O) = GA ifp=l, 
(l/a)mA if p> 1. 
(3.13) 
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On the other hand, since sign(f,(e)) = sign(e), from (3.11), (3.5) and applying to 
the process 8,, defined in (3.1), the calculations reported in Section 9.3 of Kushner 
(1984), we have 
5 
m 
BH=2 E{sign(f,(&)) signUP(& dt 
0 
I 
co 
= 2 E{sign(B,)sign(8,)}dt=41n2=41n2, 
2(1) 
(3.14) 
0 
which is the same for all choices of p. 
Next, for the case without limiter, we first obtain from (2.22) for all positive 
integers p, 
AN=A. (3.15) 
We then compute (see (2.24)) 
Cc 
B(z) = 2 
5 
E{f,(&)f,(~o)) dt. (3.16) 
0 
From (3.3) it follows that O,io- JV( B. e-l’*, 1 -em’) and consequently 
E{fp(@~)fp(~o)~ = Efp(eo) $g &(xm+ B. e-I’*) e-x2’2 dx. (3.17) 
The definition of the function &(x) implies that 
f,(xm+ 0, emt’*) epx2’* dx 
=ae, e-l/* (eo)k e-k’/2(1 /-‘)(2p-l-k)/2 
-X2/* dx 
=afl,e (00) 
*In-1 e-C*m-l)r/* (1 _e-r)~-m 
x{2(p-m)-l}!!. (3.18) 
Thus we have 
+i 
( ) 
2P-1 {2(p-m)_l}!!e-(2”-‘)‘/2(1-e-‘)P~” 
m=l 2m-1 
xE{(Y(l-(Y)(eo)2m+(1-~)2(e0)2(P+m)-2}. (3.19) 
This representation shows that in the Gaussian case, i.e. for p = 1, we have 
B”’ = 4 NY (3.20) 
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while in the non-Gaussian case 
B’,P’>4{02+a(l-cu)(2p-l)!!}. 
From these results we now have the following signal-to-noise ratios: 
For the problem with limiter it follows that 
(3.21) 
(&)‘I& = 
A”/(2~r In 2) ifp=l, 
A2/(2a2nln2) ifp>l. 
(3.22) 
For the problem without limiter we have in the Gaussian case, i.e. for p = 1, 
A2,/ Bg’ = ;A’, (3.23) 
while in the non-Gaussian case, i.e. for p > 1, 
A2,/B’,p’s 
A2 
4{CIZfa(l - a)(2p - l)!!} . 
(3.24) 
Since T In 2 > 2, it therefore follows that in the Gaussian case 
(AH)‘/BH <Ah/B:‘, (3.25) 
while for the non-Gaussian case there exists a positive integer p,,=p,,(a!) such that 
(AH)2/BH >Ak/B’,P’ for all pap”. (3.26) 
In words, the use of a limiter in the observations makes the ‘signal-to-noise ratio’ 
worse in the Gaussian case, while it improves it in the non-Gaussian case considered 
here. 
Denote by PjH’ and PcH1 the solutions to (2.38) and (2.41) respectively obtained T 
for ti = a, b as in (3.10), A, as in (3.13) and BH as in (3.14); analogously, denote 
by PjN’ and PLN,“’ those same solutions obtained for L? and 6 as before, AH = AN = A 
(see (3.15)) and B, = B(z) as in (3.16). Equations (2.38) and (2.41) together with 
(3.25) and (3.26) then imply for t 2 0: in the Gaussian case, 
PjH’> PIN’, PLH’> PLY’; (3.27) 
in the non-Gaussian case, 
Py’<PjN), cc w p(H) < p(N) for all p ZpO; (3.28) 
so that the use of a limiter in the observations increases the asymptotic (for E + 0) 
filter variance in the Gaussian case, while it reduces such variance in the non- 
Gaussian case considered here. 
4. Auxiliary results (some properties of stationary processes) 
4.1. Let 5=(<,)rtR be a strictly stationary and ergodic process and h = h(x) a 
measurable function such that 
Bl&L)l<~. (4.1) 
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The process h(5) = (II(&)) fEW is also stationary and we let 
6= E/r(&). (4.2) 
Lemma 4.1. Under (4.1) we have for arbitrary T ~0, 
lim sup ’ [h(lCIF2) - K] ds = 0 P-as. 
F’O 1G.r 
Proof. Let u = t/e*. Then 
By Birkhoff-Khinchin’s theorem (see e.g. Stout, 1973) 
lim 1 
I 
’ h(l,) ds = K P-a.s. 
u+cou 0 
Consequently 
lim ’ 
I 
h(l,,,z) ds = th P-a.s. for t SO. 
F’O 0 
In the case when h 3 0, also hs 0 and so the functions 5; h(cFIF2) ds as well as ti? 
are nondecreasing and continuous so that the statement of the lemma follows from 
Problem 5.3.2 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) (the analog of Polya’s theorem); 
consequently, for h’(x), h-(x) and Eh+(fb) = K+, Eh-(5,) = hm we have 
15 
t 
lim sup [h*(<,,,>) - h”‘] ds = 0 P-a.s. 
F’O IGT 0 
The required statement now follows in an obvious way. 0 
4.2. Let 5’ = (lf),,, (i = 1,2) be jointly strictly stationary and zero-mean processes 
adapted to a same filtration 9 = (.F,),,, such that for p > 2 and i = 1,2, 
ll!ZZll p <* (4.3) 
and 
I 
co 
ll~(Sfk%~)llp dt<co. (4.4) 
0 
By Lemma 9.2.1 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) we then have the decompositions 
Li=Lb+ 
I 
‘Lids-P; for i=l,2 and ta0, 
0 
(4.5) 
where (Li, 5i)r30, i = 1,2, are (jointly) strictly stationary processes with (i = 1,2) 
I 
00 
L;= - E(cjlF,) ds P-a.s. (4.6) 
I 
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E(Lh)2 < cc and (Pi),zO, i = 1,2, are square integrable martingales with respect to 
9 with 
I 
oi, 
E(Pf)z=2t E(&‘;) ds, t 2 0. (4.7) 
0 
In the sequel we shall also use a relation, more general than (4.7), which is formulated 
in the following: 
Lemma 4.2. Under assumptions (4.3) and (4.4) we have 
E(PjP:) = t E(i’k;+ C:l;) ds, t 3 0. 
Proof. Using the representations (4.5), we have by Ito’s formula, 
L: L: = LAL:, + ’ (&‘:+ LfL’d, ds 
(4.8) 
where [P’, P’], is the mutual quadratic variation of the martingales (P:)lao and 
(Pf),zo. Taking into account that for any fixed t > 0, 
EL: L; = EL:, L,: , f t 
E J L:_ dP: = E J L:_ d P: = 0, 0 0 
E(Lk’:+ L:56) = E(L%‘+ J%:), 
and taking the mathematical expectation in (4.8), we deduce that 
E[P’, P’], = -tE(L;&+ L;&). 
This implies the desired result, since 
E[P’, P’], = E(P;P:) 
and, from the definition of Lh (see (4.6)), it follows that 
(I 
cc 
-E(L;[,2+ L;&) = E EG’S’) 90) ds l’:+ EM,21 $01 ds S:, 
0 Jrn 0 > 
(the existence of the last integral follows from (4.3) and (4.4); see also Lemma 9.2.1 
in Liptser and Shiryayev, 1989). 0 
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4.3. Let 5” = (lF),aR, E > 0, be a family of strictly stationary and zero-mean proces- 
ses, adapted to a same filtration 9= (.Y?,)rEn and having the following properties: 
for some p > 2, 
lim l15~llp=0, 
F'O 
(4.9) 
and, for sufficiently small Em > 0 and the same p > 2, 
(4.10) 
By Lemma 9.2.1 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) we then have for each E < .Q and 
t 2 0 the decompositions 
L;=L;+ ‘ifds-P;, 
I 
(4.11) 
0 
where (G, J3rao are strictly stationary processes with 
L;= - m-WI%W~ P-a.s. 
I 
(4.12) 
E( Lg)‘< cc and P” = ( PT),20 are square integrable martingales with 
I 
CC 
E(P:)Z=2t EGG) ds. 
0 
(4.13) 
Lemma 4.3. Under assumptions (4.9) and (4.10) we have for any$xed T 2 0, 
lim E sup(~LT,,2)* = 0, (4.14) 
E-PO IST 
lii E ;l~p( EP;,,z)* = 0. (4.15) 
Proof. To prove (4.14) put 
a; = 
(j_lfFzl%jT IL” 
and notice that 
From here and Holder’s inequality with p > 2 we obtain 
E sup( L&+ c E max 
t=T I~j~l+l/e* 
(CYf)G { 
s (“tle2 (E(cz;)~))*‘~. 
j=l 
(4.16) 
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By the strict stationarity of L’, also the sequence af ,ja 1, is strictly stationary and 
consequently E(aS)P = E(af)P. From here and (4.16) it follows that 
E ~_u~~(EL~,~‘)~~&‘(~+~/E~)~‘~IILY;(IZ~. 
Due to p > 2 we have lim,,, .s’(l+ l/~~)~” = 0; therefore (4.14) holds if 
suPlMII,<~. 
FGF” 
Now, from the definition of (Y; we have 
a; = sup(L$ 
fST 
According to (4.12), for any t5 T we have the representation 
L:=E{L;- J,rl:ds/S,} P-a.s. 
From this, IL:1 can be bounded above P-a.s. by the positive martingale 
m:=E{lL~l+J~Tli:ldsl~,}, 
which implies 
By Doob’s inequality (see e.g. Section 1.9 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989)) 
II I/ sup rn: rsr psA Ilm~ll, 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
so that we now estimate supP~FOllm;((p. F rom (4.20), (4.12) and the stationarity of 
the processes L’ and 5’ it follows that 
IIm;II,sIIL;II,+ J~‘ii:lpds=IIL;;IIf+TII~~Itp 
s J n llE(C~%,)ll, ds+TllGll,. 0 
From here, (4.22), (4.21), (4.18) as well as the assumptions (4.9), (4.10) of the 
lemma, we obtain (4.17). The proof of (4.14) is thus completed. 
To prove (4.15) notice that (FPT,,z)~~~ is a square integrable martingale with 
respect to the filtration (~~,Fz),zO. By D oo ‘s inequality and taking into account b 
(4.13) we obtain 
E(wy .P:,.,)2~4FIE(P;ir.)2 
=8T E(C:G) d.s s 8T J ,’ (E(GG)/ ds. (4.23) 
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From Cauchy-Schwartz’s inequality and since p > 2 we find 
~E(S:io’)~=~E(~,‘~(~:~~~))~~lIto’llzllE(S.~~~~)~~~ 
s l15~II,ll~~S~l~~~llp. 
Consequently, for E s eO, 
and (4.15) follows from the assumptions of the lemma. 0 
Remark 4.1. If condition (4.10) holds, but instead of (4.9) we have 
suPll5~ll,<~~ 
ESF,, 
then only (4.14) holds. 
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 we have 
F_; E q(‘-’ \&;ds/ =O. 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Proof. From the decomposition (4.11) we have the representation 
, l/d 
& -1 
I 
J,,z ds = E 
I 
&‘:~~=E[L:,.~-L;]+FP;,.~, 
0 0 
which, by Lemma 4.3, implies (4.26). 0 
4.4. Consider again the situation described in Section 4.2. We have: 
Lemma 4.4. Let (4.3) and (4.4) hold. For arbitrary t > 0 and c > 0 we then have: 
C (APi,)‘l(lApfl> c/e) = 0, i = 1,2. 
.5Gr/F2 > 
(ii) E(l:&) ds P-a.s., i=1,2 
F’O 
(iii) lim E~(P’, P2),IF~ = t [E(d’.ki)+ E(5:5;)1 ds . 
E+O > 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 4.11.5 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) (see also Protter, 
1986; Sam Lazaro and Meyer, 1975) we have that the processes (C,,, (APk)'I(jAP~l > 
c/ E)),,~ are processes with stationary increments. Furthermore, by (4.7), an applica- 
tion of Cauchy-Schwartz’s inequality analogous to (4.24), and the assumptions 
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(4.3), (4.4), we have for i = 1,2, 
E C (APf)2s E[P’, Pi], = E(P;)2=2 
SSl J 
cc 
E(lf56) ds 
0 
Using also Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, it then follows that 
E E ( 2 C (APf)21((APfl> c,~)) 
et/E2 
1 (APf)21(lAP:(> C/E) +O for E +O, 
r=* > 
(4.28) 
which proves statement (i). 
(ii) Put u = t/E2, then 
E2(Pi)& = t L (Pi>, ( > ) i=l,2. u 
By Theorem 4.115 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989) the processes (Pi), have strictly 
stationary increments so that by Theorem 4.11.9 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1989), 
using also (4.7), we have for all i = 1,2, 
li+i;(Pi)u=E(Pi),=E(P;)2=2 J 
cc 
E(&$) ds. 
0 
Statement (ii) then follows immediately. 
(iii) Analogously to the proof of (ii) we obtain 
lim E’(P’, P2),,Ez = tE(P:Pf). 
c-0 
Statement (iii) then follows from Lemma 4.2. 0 
5. Construction of the process x” 
5.1. In order to construct the process _%” according to (2.29), we have to define 
the driving MF . For this purpose notice that, by Assumption 4 we have from (4.5) 
the decomposition I -1 & J &,,z ds = &[LI,,2-Lo]+~P,,.2. (5.1) 0 
Putting 
M; = &Pt,,2 (5.2) 
it then follows that MF is, as required, a square integrable martingale with respect 
to the filtration ($l,E2)ra0 and from Lemma 4.4(i)-(ii) we have that Mr also satisfies 
the first of each of the conditions (2.30) and (2.31). 
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5.2. It remains to establish (2.34). For this purpose let us define an additional 
process _%T by 
J 
f 
T&x;+ u(n$,,~)~: ds+ M;. (5.3) 
0
Putting 
A;&;-X; 
we first show that for all T 2 0, 
From (2.29) and (5.3), taking la(x)\ s L into account, we have for t s T, 
sup(A,“j s L 
SG, J 
, 
sup iA:\ ds+sup 
0 UGS IJ 
t 
[a(&,,>) - 4% ds 
f=ST 0 
so that by the inequality of Gronwall-Bellman we obtain for all t s T, 
IJ 
f 
sup]A,“l~e~~sup [a(&,,~) - a]X,E ds . 
S-G, t=r II 
To obtain (5.5) it is therefore sufficient to show that 
II 
I 
sup [a(&,,~)-61X: ds :O for e+O. 
fST 0 
For this purpose introduce the process 
-eN -E 
X; =X[Nr,,Nr 
where [e] is the integer part of e. Notice that 
so that, since by Lemma 4.1 we have 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
IJ 
, 
lim sup [u(&,.2) - ti] ds = 0 P-a.s., 
E’O ,ST 0 
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relation (5.8), with XE replaced by XFzN, holds on the set {su~,,~ ]Xll s c}. Since 
by (2.32) we have XF 5 X, it follows that (see Billingsley, 1979) 
lim lim sup P sup IXf( > c 
( > 
= 0 
C’a, EJO rsr 
and relation (5.8) holds when replacing X’ with XFxN for N = 1,2, . . . 
Since 
sup 
II 
’ [a(.&,F2) - a]X: ds 
r=T 0 
Ii 
I 
ssup [a(&,p2) -aIT?:” ds +2L T (Xf -X>NI ds, 
,=T 0 I J 0 
in order to obtain (5.8) it therefore remains to show that 
P-lim limsup 71T?-x>N[dS=0 
N+-T F-O J 0 
but this holds by the fact that, from the convergence X’ 5 X, we have 
5.3. Given (5.5), to obtain (2.34) it remains to show that 
P 
suplx; -X:1 + 0 for e + 0. 
,GT 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
I 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
From (5.3), (1.9) and the decomposition (5.1), taking also la(x)1 s L into account, 
we have for Sg=Xp-X: and all ts T, 
J , suplG$s L supl6:) du +2& uplL,,,2l (5.16) SC, 0 UG.\ ,ST 
so that, by the inequality of Gronwall-Bellman and the fact that from Remark 4.1 
we have EE~ SUP,,~ L:,, 2 + 0 for F + 0, we obtain the desired relation, namely 
supIs:] s 2 eLT E suplL,,,~I J+ 0 for E + 0. (5.17) 
.s=z, ,=ST 
6. Construction of the process Y’ 
Corresponding to the three types of Assumptions 3(i)-(iii) on the function H = H(x), 
we present also three types of constructions for the process Y’. 
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6.1. First, let Assumption 3(i) hold, namely H(x) is twice continuously differenti- 
able with IH’(x)I< L and (H”(x)( s L. Putting 
V: = E~~WEA(T,,SG+ +,/El) - &-%+,,F,) 
-W+,,ez)A(n,,,~)X 
we immediately have that 
) v;( s +L*&(x:12. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
By (6.1) we have for Yy, as given in (1.9), the representation 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
y; = E-1 H(#G,,z) ds + W+S,FZ)A(WE~)X ds + V; ds. 
II 0 0 
By Assumption 5(i) we have from Remark 4.1 that in the decomposition 
5 
I 
& -1 H(+.s,,z) ds = ~L,,,z- Lo1 + &Pt,ez 
0 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
the process (EL,,,~) has the property 
lim ,G2 sup L:,F~ = 0 
F+O rsi- 
and 
(6.5) 
Nf = EP,,,~ (6.6) 
is a square integrable martingale, for which (together with MF defined in (5.2)) by 
Lemma 4.4 also the conditions (2.30) and (2.31) are satisfied. 
It remains to establish (2.35). For this purpose, from (6.3) and (6.4) we obtain 
J 
I 
J 
f 
YT= N:+E[L,,.~-L~]+ ff’(4.~,~~)A(~x,~~)X: ds + 
0 0 
Comparing (6.7) with the representation of Y;l in (2.29) we have 
V: ds. (6.7) 
(6.8) 
and it remains to show that, for E + 0, the right hand side in (6.8) converges uniformly 
in probability to zero, i.e. 
suplq:l:O for s+O. 
,GT 
(6.9) 
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By (6.5) we have 
supl&[L,/.-LJf*O for E+O. (6.10) 
IST 
Furthermore, by (6.2) we have 
s $TL* supjX;I (6.11) 
fGT 
so that, since by the previous results we already have X’ 5 X, we obtain 
‘(f:$jl,’ V’dsj>‘) sI($TL*c> S)+P sup (X:(> c -+O (ST > 
by taking lim,,, lim supE+,,. 
To establish (6.9) it remains to show that for E + 0, 
’ [ H’( t$,,p)A( -qs,E2)X: - WAX:] ds : 0, (6.12) 
where H’A = EH’( &)A( q,). For this purpose, recalling that IH’I s L, IAl 4 L, we 
have 
II 
t 
sup [H’(&,E~)A(s,E~)X~ - ff’A%I ds 
t=T 0 
CL2 
J 
oT~x:-x:ldm+sup/ll [[fU4,,,zM(v,,,2) - H’Al%I ds . (6.13) 
r=sT 0 
By the already established relation (2.34) we now have that the first term in the 
right of (6.13) tends to zero in probability for E + 0. The proof that also the second 
term tends to zero in probability follows the same lines as that of the relation (5.8). 
6.2. Next, let Assumption 3(ii) hold. Putting co = 0 in the last three relations of 
Assumption 5(ii) we obtain also in this case the decomposition (6.4) with (6.5). 
Defining then N: as in (6.6) we obtain for Yf, as given in (1.9), the representation 
Y;=N:+&[L,,E2-LJ 
J 
t 
+ ~dH(&Ahs,,~)Xf+ $s,e2> - ff(#‘s,2)1 ds. (6.14) 
0 
From the representation of Yf in (2.29) as well as from (6.10) we obtain the required 
relation (2.35) if, for E + 0, 
f 
pB = sup 
II 
{~-‘[H(EA(~,,,~)X: + @s/82) - H(&,e2)1 
tsT o 
P 
- G;J(O)X:} ds + 0. (6.15) 
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Evidently pE c p; + pz where 
15 
f 
p;=sup {E-‘G~(EX:)- G;I(O)X:} ds , (6.16) 
rrT 0 I 
p; = sup 15 e-‘{H(EA(rl,,,z)X:+ &,E2) - H(&,Ez) - GH(eX:)] ds , (6.17) f=sT ,I 
so that (6.15) holds if 
P 
PY_0, (6.18) 
P 
p; ---, 0. (6.19) 
We start proving (6.18). We have 
IE-~G&X;)-GG’H(O)X:I=(E-‘[G&X:)-G&(O)EX:]~ 
“-E-‘~G~(EX~)-G~(O)EX~I+IG’H(O)~IX~-~~~. (6.20) 
Notice now that from Assumption 5(ii) it follows that GH(0) = 
5, H(z)g(z, u) dz du = Elf(&) = 0 so that 
J 
E 
GH(&X:) - GL(O).sX: = Ex’ [GA(u)-G&(O)] du (6.21) 
0
and, consequently, for s 6 T, 
C’)G&X,E)- G~(O)eX$s E-’ 
J 
E suPs,,lx:l 
b3,(4 - G’,(O)1 du
0 
c sup IGUn) - G’,(O)1 * ;iy iX:l. (6.22) 
lUI=E ~~PSSSl~l 
In this way 
p; =s T suplX:l sup IGIH(u) - GA(O)\ 
SST /UIGE -JP,~TlXl 
+TIGL(O)( sup(X:-Xfl. 
SST 
(6.23) 
Since X” 2 X and by Assumption 5(ii) the function Gh(x) is continuous and 
bounded, using also the already established relation (2.34), from (6.23) we obtain 
the desired relation (6.18) by taking limc+m lim sup,,, in 
Let us next establish (6.19). For a continuous function Z,, t 2 0, define 
u;(z) = 
I 
’ ~-lW(~Ah,AZ + A/c21 - H(4,,,2) - G(G)) ds (6.25) 
0 
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so that 
P; = ;:;I UXXE)I. (6.26) 
We first show that, taking 2, identically equal to a constant, i.e. Z, = c, we have 
supl u:(c)( : 0 for E + 0. (6.27) 
To this effect consider the strictly stationary stochastic process {” = (c:),,R defined 
by 
t~=H(&A(7),)c+~t)-H(~,)-G~(c&) (6.28) 
and notice that 
I 
, 
C1&2 ds = U:(c). (6.29) 
0 
Furthermore 
1150”11,~II~~~~~~~~~+~0~-~~~0~IIp+~~~~~~~~. (6.30) 
From the Lipschitzianity of H(x) (Assumption 3(ii)) and the fact that by Assumption 
5(ii) the function GH(x) is continuous with GH(0) = 0, we then have 
~~~~~~,~LFc(~A(~~)~~~+(G~(cE)~~&L~c+~G~(cE)~~O for E+O. (6.31) 
Using once more Assumption 5(ii), it then follows that for sufficiently small E we 
can satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 4.1 from which we immediately obtain 
(6.27). 
Consider now U:( y’) where yF (E > 0) is a family of random variables such that 
rfAy for&+0 (6.32) 
with y a random variable as well. We show that in this case we also have 
;:;I LJXr”)l< 0 for 8 -+ 0. (6.33) 
For this purpose approximate yF for each F by a sequence yT, mzl, with 
and notice that on the set {( yE J < a}, 
Iyp - += l/m. (6.35) 
For each fixed m 2 1 we then have that, on the set {(yF(~ d}, the random variables 
yK take their values in the finite set {j/m: Ij/ml G d} which does not depend on 
the choice of E. It follows that for each fixed m, 
(6.36) 
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so that, by (6.27), for each fixed m s 1 and d > 0, 
r{(y’1~d}suplU:(y~)l~O for e+O. 
IGT 
(6.37) 
We next show that for each fixed d > 0, 
Z{ly’l~d}suplU;(y’)l~O for E-+O. 
IST 
(6.38) 
Given (6.37), to this effect it suffices to show that 
(6.39) 
by taking lim,,, lim sup,,,. Recall now that from Assumption 2 we have (A(x)\ G L 
and from Assumption 3(ii) we have the Lipschitzianity of H with Lipschitz constant 
L. This implies that 
jGJx’)-GH(x”)I~L21x’-x”j (6.40) 
and, together with (6.35) and the definition of U:(Z) in (6.25), it also implies that 
on the set {ly’l s d1, 
i.e. we have (6.39). Since yF &+ y implies 
for m-+co, (6.41) 
lim lim sup P{ly’I > d} = 0, 
d*ar, F-0 
from (6.38) we obtain the desired relation (6.33) by taking lim,,, lim SU~,,~ in 
P suplLqy”)(> 6 supIU:(y’)j>6,ly’j~d +P{ly’l>d}. (6.42) 
rs;T fGT > 
Putting 
F.N 
X, =X;Nr,,N, Nzl, 
we next show that for each N 2 1, 
(6.43) 
(6.44) 
To this effect notice that for t c T, 
u;(xF*“) 
= F l’^“” 
&-‘{H(&A(17s,F2)X~j-I),N+~)S/EZ)-H(~S,F2) 
,=I tn(j-1)/N 
-GH(E~~~-IJ/N )I ds (6.45) 
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so that 
SUp( U:(XE’N)I c 2 y SUpl U:(XFj_i)/N)J. (6.46) 
C-IT j=l r=T 
Since X” 5 X and X is a continuous process, we have Xfj--l),N 5 Xcj_l)/N. 
Relation (6.44) then follows from (6.33). 
To establish (6.19) it thus remains to show that 
suplUf(X”) - U;(x”“)J : 0 (6.47) 
ts?- 
by taking lim,,, lim sup,,,. From (6.25), (6.40), the Lipschitzianity of H and the 
fact that (A(x)(s L, we have 
sup/ UF(XE) - U;(XE.N)( 6 2L2 
i 
T IX,” - X:“[ ds. 
,ST 0 
On the other hand, by analogy to (5.14) we have 
J orix:-X?‘lds~ Jor~~s-~ln,l,N~d~--;;-O. + 
It follows that 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
P 
( 
sup ( UF(XF) - U;(Xq> 6 
> 
-+o (6.50) 
fG7- 
by taking limN+, lim supE+,,, i.e. we have (6.47) and thus also (6.19). 
6.3. Finally, let Assumption 3(iii) hold. The only difference of this case with respect 
to the previous one lies in the proof of (6.19) since now we cannot anymore use 
the Lipschitzianity of H. 
As in the previous case we start proving (6.27). All we have to show is that we 
can still satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 4.1 and to this effect it is enough to 
show that, for 4’; as defined in (6.28), we have I[tGllp +O for .E -+O, which, by (6.30) 
and the continuity of GH(x), holds if we show that 
~~H(EA(~~)c+~~)-H(c#J~)~~~+O for s-+0 with p>2. (6.51) 
By the boundedness of H, to obtain (6.51) it is enough to show 
11~(~~(~0)~+~0)-~(~0)111~0 for s+=O (6.52) 
which follows easily from Assumption S(iii) since by that assumption we have 
IIH(~A(~o)c+~o)-H(~o)~~,~L~c. (6.53) 
Next we establish (6.33) under the conditions (6.32) with the addition of the 
requirement that yE is independent of (7, 4). Obviously, from (6.37) we obtain 
(6.38) if we are able to show (6.39). To this effect, using the independence of yE 
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from (n, +), Assumption S(iii) and the Lipschitzianity of GH(x) resulting from 
Assumption S(iii), we have in fact for each d > 0, 
ET{ly”l s d) ;u:l u:(Y) - V(Y”,)l 
S 
GEl{jy”J c d} 
T 
X (I J 0 wz F-‘IH(sA(u)y”+z)-H(EA(u)y:,+z)lg(z,u)dzdu+LTly”-y”,l > 
SEI{I~‘\S d}2LT(yF- y”,l~2LT/m+O for m+co. (6.54) 
By the results for the previous case we thus have (6.33) and, since by the last part 
of Assumption S(iii) the process X: is independent of (nl, 4,), we also have (6.44). 
(Recall that (6.54) was obtained under the assumption that yE is independent of 
(7, r#~).) Again by the results for the previous case, to establish (6.19), it remains to 
prove (6.47). We now have 
sup) UF(XE) - U:(XEq 
tST 
I 
T 
=s ~-1~~(~A(rl~,~~)X:+~~,~~)-~(~A(rl~,~~)X~N+~~,~~)~ ds 
0 
+ 
I 
T E-‘(G&X:)- G&EX:~)I ds. (6.55) 
0 
The last term on the right in (6.55) tends to zero in probability by taking lim,,, 
lim sup,,, since, by the Lipschitzianity of GH(x) resulting from Assumption S(iii) 
and by analogy to (5.14) and (6.49), we have 
J T E-'IG&X:) - GH(EX:N)I ds 0 
CL T(X:-X;N(dsA L J 0 E'O J oT IX -xLNsl,NI ds x 0. (6.56) + 
Concerning the first term on the right in (6.55), which for brevity we shall denote 
below by FN(7), 4, X”), we have from Assumption S(iii) and taking always the 
independence of XF from (n,, &) into account 
E(/F&, +,X’)jlX:,O~ ts T) 
T 
-I = J J E 0 Rz IH(&A(u)X~+z)-H(&A(u)X~N+z)lg(z, u) dz du ds 
CL T(X:-X:.Njds. J (6.57) 0 
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Using this inequality, we finally get for any y > 0, 
NC&?, 4, XF)I > Y) 
-tP (I 7/X:-x:Nlds> 1 0 > 
1 
s-E I 
( (I 
TIX:-XX:.N/dssl E{IFN(77,~,XF)IIX:,0~f~~} 
Y 0 ) > 
+P 
(i 
** IX: - XfsN( ds > 1) 
L 
G-E I 
( (I T IX: -X:,“j ds c 1 Y 0 )I oT]X: -X;“] ds) 
+~(Jor/x:X:.Njdr>l)~o (6.58) 
by taking lim,,, lim sup,,, and using the right hand side of (6.56). 
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